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Abstract
For long distant couples who suffer imbalanced conversation due to separation,
soft drink · for two is a conversation display that encourages human-human
interaction, unlike most sound visualizers, which focus on individual pattern and
human-computer interaction. Soft drink · for two engages couples to build a rich
conversation together.

1. Ideation
I want to share not only how I made the project, but also how my idea had evolved
because it’s indeed the part that I struggled the most. Please refer to realization
section for making instruction.
Personally, the technical goal of this project was to learn how to make Flash and
Arduino work together which I set as the hardest part to build, and the design goal
was to prototype concepts for my thesis. Succeeding in public demo was also my
consideration due to the nature of this course. For example, I tended to make the
project more like a game, impersonal and suitable for strangers to jump in, play
and have fun.
I have been working on designing communication system for long distant military
couples for my thesis project. One of the many problems that military couples
encounter is perception mismatch. For example, they became less aware of what
the other person likes or dislikes due to little daily connection while the civil
spouses often have the “power of attorney” to make decisions on behave of the
soldiers. In one interview, the soldier talked about the experience that his wife sold
his car during one deployment: “It was MY car, and I liked it a lot. She wanted a
different one, so mine was gone.” My initial idea was to make an ambient display
that interprets behavior, associates to emotion and retrieves appropriate memory
to support “presence in absence” of military personnel and help civil spouses
make better “we” decision when the soldiers are gone. If the wife were reminded
that her husband loved the old car very much when she was looking at car
catalogs, maybe she wouldn’t have sold it.
The idea was inspired by a tangible interactive storytelling piece called ToBeWith
that I found on Youtube. Viewers used natural behaviors such as picking up a
telephone or blowing out a candle to determine the fate of the characters in a
movie. This is different from most current interactive storytelling pieces that you
manipulate an Avatar and track the virtual world on screen. Although I found the
idea elegant, it is extremely difficult to achieve seamless interaction. Clear decision
points in this type of branched stories could ruin the flow of experience, and action
on objects should have rich expression and not lead to an “either-or” result,
otherwise it is just another press button or mouse click. Limited outcome also

decreases believability and replay value. Another problem was that the database is
supposed to be personal and requires machine learning, which makes it difficult to
demo in public affair. For example, one of my friends misses specific Korean food
when she is in certain mood, and she shares these food-mood associations only
with her close friends. The idiosyncratic aspect of human relationships inevitably
gets lost in general prototypes. I eventually gave up this idea.
Another example of perception mismatch between military couples is that because
the experience that the soldiers and civil spouses go through are very different,
they tend to consider their own circumstances more significant than the others’
which leads to an imbalanced phone conversation. In addition, distant couples
tend to appreciate “crossing each other in the air” more than general couples. They
feel closer to their spouses when they text each other at the same time, or happen
to say exactly same words simultaneously. I came up with the idea of visualizing
conversation that would reveal turn taking and tone variation over time as well as
“crossing in the air” to encourage a balanced and engaging conversation. Although
displaying sound visually is not a new idea, but it was mainly used for single
source and instant effect, one common example is the abstract pattern generated
in Media Player according to the music that’s being played. Other related works
would be discussed in later section.

2. Realization
Soft drink · for two visualizes individual talks based on timing and volume, records
interaction by generating sparks and “common topic objects” when two people talk
at the same time, and pulls out previous conversation in case of awkward silence
or stage wait. It is a display that reveals and aids oral conversation in an abstract
and fun way.

Referring to the system diagram, users blow on an electret microphone whose
signal is amplified and transmitted to Arduino as analog input. The raw data is
normalized and sent to Flash via a proxy. Flash detects and distinguishes signals
from the two microphones and generates blue or orange bubbles accordingly.
When both microphones are activated, pink bubbles will appear as well as a
random object, which then settle to the bottom of the glass. If neither of the
microphones is activated for a while, a dialogue script will start to play until the
conversation continues.
2.1 Software/hardware list
• Operational amplifier circuit x2, each includes:
1. Op amp HA17 741
2. Capacitor: 100p, 0.1u, 1u
3. Resistor: 2.2k, 10k x2, R1=100k, R2=220
4. LED x2
5. Electret microphone
• Arduino
• Serproxy
• Flash CS3 ActionScript 3
• APE (Actionscript Physics Engine)
2.2 Electronic circuit
Because the eletret microphone I used was tiny, I had to amplify the signal by an
operational amplifier circuit. The magnification is determined by the R1/R2 ratio as
indicated in the circuit diagram, which in my case is 100k/220~455. However, it is
still insensitive to talking and only responds to blowing. So in my current demo,
blowing is an abstraction of talking.

2.3 Arduino to Flash
The amplified signal is transmitted to Arduino as analog input. If you have used
Arduino and Flash before, you will only need to download Serproxy to communicate
between the two. Below is a brief guide while detailed tutorial can be found online
such as this video.
1. Print the desired data, upload the code, and keep serial monitor open.
2. Before executing Serproxy, open the configuration file (.cfg). Change serial
device to the serial port of your computer and make sure that the baud is
consistent with that set in serial monitor. Run Serproxy, a terminal window
should pop out and displays sentence like: waiting for clients.
3. Open Flash, use Socket, the built in library, to create connection to Serproxy.
Assign the new Socket to the net port set in your configuration, which is
9001 in my case. Now test movie, the output window should have the same
data running as those in your serial monitor.
One problem with Serproxy for ActionScript 3 is that the data string sometimes
drops digits. For example, the baseline of my microphone is 512, but it appears as
5, 12, 51… when transmitted to Flash. In addition, sound waves produce voltage
both higher and lower than baseline when triggered. What I did is that I subtracted
the value by its baseline and used abs() to get the absolute value. Then I divided
the value by 60 since its maximum deviation is approximately 240. The data now
fall into the range of 0-4. To distinguish microphone 1 and microphone 2, I added 5
to the normalized value for microphone 2, making its range 5-9. By handling the
data before sending to Flash, I was able to get signals without error and confusion.
Note that because of the way the abs() function is implemented, using other
functions inside the brackets should be avoided, otherwise it may lead to incorrect
results. That’s why I separated every operation in my code.

Example of Arduino code
void loop()
{
subValue1 = analogRead(micPin1)-512; //microphone value minus baseline
subValue2 = analogRead(micPin2)-512;
absValue1 = abs(subValue1); //absolute value of microphone input deviation
absValue2 = abs(subValue2);
micValue1 = absValue1/60; //scale value to 0-4
micValue2 = 5+absValue2/60; // scale and shift value to 5-9
Serial.println(micValue1); //send value via serial port
Serial.println(micValue2);
}

Example of Serproxy configuration
# Example configuration file for serproxy on Mac OS X
# For use with Firmata 2.0
# Do not transform newlines coming from the serial port into nils
newlines_to_nils=false
# Comm ports used
comm_ports=1
# Default settings for Firmata 2.0
comm_baud=4800
comm_databits=8
comm_stopbits=1
comm_parity=none
# Idle time out in seconds
timeout=300
# Set TCP port and serial port
# you will have to change serial_device to reflect your configuration
# use "ls /dev/cu.usb*" to look for your Arduino serial port.
net_port1=9001
# serial_device1=/dev/cu.usbserial-A7006Tj1
serial_device1=/dev/tty.usbserial-A7006Tj1

Example of Flash code for Socket connection
import flash.errors.*;
import flash.events.*;
import flash.net.Socket;

var arduinoSocket:Socket;
var arduinoValue:String;
openArduinoSocket();
function openArduinoSocket() {
//Create a socket connection to serproxy.
arduinoSocket = new Socket("localhost",9001);
arduinoSocket.addEventListener(Event.CLOSE, closeHandler);
arduinoSocket.addEventListener(ProgressEvent.SOCKET_DATA, socketDataHandler);
}
function closeHandler(event:Event):void {
// For some reason, the socket gets closed sometimes, reopen it.
trace("[Workaround] Socket closed, reopening...");
openArduinoSocket();
}
function socketDataHandler(event:ProgressEvent):void {
// Get value from the microphones and transfer data type from string to number
arduinoValue = (arduinoSocket.readUTFBytes(arduinoSocket.bytesAvailable));
var myNumber:Number = parseInt(arduinoValue);
}

2.4 Flash
Once I can get the data coming in correctly, the rest of the project is solely Flash. I
tried many visualization possibilities. For example, a recursive tree that grow toward
certain direction according to which side is talking, thus a balanced conversation
will nurture a healthy tree, and flowers will bloom when interaction happen.
However, from our initial concept validation with users, soldiers don’t want to be
evaluated since there is already much expectation put on them. They don’t feel
comfortable having a conversation visualizer that forces them to talk in certain way.
Based on this feedback, I stepped back from the idea of showing detailed
conversation dynamics, and went with a more unobtrusive display. Then I came up
with the idea of soft drink. When I was little, I used to blow bubbles into soda using
a straw. I imagine a glass that “contains” a conversation. When the two people talk
individually, the bubbles have evanescent lifetime. The messages do not affect
each other. However, if both people participate actively, the bubbles will spark and
generate a common topic object, leaving a clue to what the conversation was
about. When there is a stage wait, previous conversation will be pulled out to
inspire them new topics to talk about. The stage is set to simulate a dating couple,
chatting while drinking and playing with straws. It is a soft drink for two people.
Soft not only refers to bubbles, but also a smooth conversation.

•

Conversation bubbles
Data received from Arduino is identified as either mic1 or mic2. I made three
movie clip classes with different bubble animations. New movie clips are
created depending on how the microphones are triggered, namely, only mic1,
only mic2 or both. The size of the bubble is determined by the value sent from
Arduino. Random factor, however, is added to make the animation more natural.

•

Common topic objects
APE (Actionscript Physics Engine) is a downloadable package that allows force
simulation and thus makes animation look more real. I applied this to my
interface, hoping to make it more intriguing. Below are tutorials that I found very
helpful when I was figuring out the engine by myself:
http://www.cove.org/ape/docs/api/
http://blog.oaxoa.com/2008/03/22/ape-actionscript-physics-engine-test-1/
http://blog.tudwaythecore.com/2008/09/creating-a-simple-ape-example/comment-page1/#comment-1604
http://blog.soulwire.co.uk/flash/actionscript-3/ape-actionscript-3-physics-engine-experiment/

The basic concept is to create an inter-colliding group with fixed particles as
boundaries and mobile particles that react to the applied force. In my case, I
created a series of invisible rectangle fixed particles around the glass and
generated mobile circle particles when both microphones are triggered which
bounce with each other and against the glass. It is easy to change the
appearance of the particle by using setDisplay(). I made a movie clip with 6
flames and display them randomly so I can recall one movie clip instead of six.
If you look carefully, the objects actually have an invisible round collision
boundary. There is much more to play with APE, which will be my future work for
this project.
•

Topic inspirer
Lastly, I made a XML file with dialogue scripts between the main characters from
a movie, which represent previous conversation. Two dynamic text boxes are
created to display the dialogue with masks covered on top of them. I then set a
timer. When the timer is triggered, that is, when there is a more than 10 second
silence, masks will fade to transparent and the dialogue will appear. If any of
the microphones is triggered, the dialogue will be blown away.

•

Replaying conversation
I aimed to make a rich but not redundant interface. One thing left to do is the
replay function since reflecting on conversation is important to couples. So far I
don’t know any method that can directly record stage events in Flash. One
intuitive way is to save the data into an array and recall the array value to
simulate identical results. However, since I used random factor in my effects,
100% duplication may not be possible.

2.5 Avatar
To support the action of blowing, I attached the microphone on a normal bubble
blower by hot melt adhesive. The color matches the digital interface. The jumpers
are then connected to the electronic circuit. For future work, wireless physical
props are definitely preferred.

3. Demonstration
Please see the YouTube videos on blog post.

4. Related works
• The shape of song by Martin Wattenberg, 2001
A static visualization that reveals relations among repetitive segments in a song.
• Verbal conversation clock by UIUC, 2007
A physical table that evolves a tree-ring like pattern according to individual
participation in group conversation.
• Plant post by Innovis, 2006
A text-based conversation analyzer.
• Re:MARK by Tmema (Golan Levin and Zachary Lieberman), 2002
A location-based, sound visualizing installation with the capability to recognize
phonemes.
• Messa di Voce by Tmema (Golan Levin and Zachary Lieberman), 2003
A location-based, sound visualizing installation.

